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Selecting a Spray Device for
CIP Cleaning Hygienic Equipment
Contributed by *Gabriel Miller, Pi-FS, LLC
Have you ever purchased a hygienic tank for a food processing application and found out after delivery that the spray
device included with the tank was not suitable for your application? There were shadows behind the baffles or agitator
shaft? It didn’t clean your product residues or left soil streaks? The flow rate was not sufficient to clean the outlet piping? Or
the spray device was not sanitary?
Selecting a spray device to clean process equipment is much more than simply putting a sprayball in the top of the tank and
hooking up the CIP system. For cleaning vessels, the type of spray device, location(s), flow rate / pressure are the critical
criteria for successful cleaning of the process system. The proper spray device(s) must first be selected and then the CIP
supply pump must be specified based on the flow rate and pressure required.
Continued on page 2
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FREE at the 3-A SSI
Knowledge Center!

Selecting a Spray Device continued from page 1
When selecting a spray device, there are many factors to consider:
1. Product residues—are they fluid, viscous, solids, sticky, dried, seeds, pulp, etc.?

Hygienic equipment design is essential
for all types of food, beverage and

2. Type of equipment—silo, tank, duct, mixer, dryer, evaporator, filler, etc.?

pharmaceutical manufacturing. We

3. Vessel configuration/size—vertical, horizontal round, rectangular, dimensions?

invite you to review and use these

4. Is there an agitator or baffles?

resources in your training programs.
Explore the wide range of high value
training and education materials in the
Knowledge Center at www.3-a.org;
 E-LEARNING MODULES—The
E-learning format combines the
elements of traditional live seminars
with the accessibility and flexibility
of online learning. Each course is
available online 24/7, 365 days a year;
you choose when and where you
want to learn. Printable certificates

5. Will the discharge pipeline clean with the vessel?
6. Will the spray device remain in the product?
7. Can the product plug the holes or stop a rotary spray device from spinning?
There are many sanitary spray devices available to meet the needs of the applications. Spray devices may be static
sprayballs, single axis rotary sprays, or multi-axis orbital sprays. There is no ‘one size fits all’ device that will work for every
application, and some spray devices are designed for specific applications, such as drop-in tanker sprays.

Fixed spray devices
Fixed spray devices are the most common type of sprays, developed at the advent of CIP cleaning. They are best suited for
light residues such as fluid milk, whey, beverages, and other easy-to-remove soils. These devices clean by cascading action
combined with the chemical breakdown of the residues, to erode the soils from the equipment surfaces. If a silo is sprayed
at the top with a suitable flow rate, all the water will flow down

of completion are available for each

the sidewalls to the outlet. Provisions must also be made for

module.

spray coverage of the tank overflow, vent, agitators, and baffles.

 Overview of Principles of

The minimum flow rate required to clean vertical tanks or

Hygienic Design

ductwork with fixed sprays is 2.5 GPM per foot of circumference.

 Hygienic Equipment Design:

For rectangular tanks or vessels with flat tops, the minimum

Basics, Advanced

flow rate should be 0.25 GPM per square foot of surface area.
And for horizontal round tanks or ductwork, the minimum flow

 Hygienic Facility Design

rate should be 0.12 GPM per square foot of surface area.

 Cleaning & Sanitizing
Continued on page 5
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Illustration from 3-A Sanitary Standard for Spray Cleaning
Devices Intended to Remain in Place, Number 78-03.

NEXT

›››

Examples of single axis rotary sprays.

Selecting a Spray Device continued from page 3
Advantages of fixed spray devices:
 Least expensive
 No moving parts to wear
 Spray coverage can be directed to specific locations.
 Spray pattern can be easily customized for the application
 Easy to inspect and maintain

Disadvantages of fixed spray devices:
 Low impact on tenacious residues
 May not provide complete coverage of irregular surfaces.
 Limited range of spray coverage
Courtesy of Spraying Systems. © 2021

Single-Axis Rotary Sprays
Single-Axis Rotary Sprays are devices that spin due to the reaction of the solutions flowing out of the
orifices. They provide higher impact than fixed spray devices, and provide complete coverage within the
range of the spray pattern. They can be specified to have 360° coverage, top coverage, bottom coverage,
or some range in between, depending on the needs of the application. The spray can have drilled holes or
may have slots to create a rotating ‘fan’ of CIP solution, and several models are available with 3-A symbol
authorization.
The typical minimum flow rate required to clean vertical tanks or ductwork with single-axis sprays is 1.9
GPM per foot of circumference, but the manufacturer’s recommendations should always be followed, as
spray devices vary in their coverage, spray range, and impact.

Advantages of single-axis rotary spray devices:
 Higher impact than fixed spray devices for more tenacious residues
 Complete coverage in the spray zone
 Better cleaning performance at lower flow rate than fixed sprays
 Good coverage of irregular surfaces
Courtesy AWH.
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Courtesy Alfa Laval.
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Selecting a Spray Device continued from page 3
Disadvantages of single-axis spray devices:

be followed, as spray devices vary in their coverage,

 Easily stopped by any particulates

spray range, and impact. The minimum flow rate

 No simple means to verify rotation
 Moving parts will wear over time

Multi-Axis Rotary Spray
Multi-Axis Rotary

vessel must also be considered.

Advantages of multi-axis
rotary spray devices:
 High impact for cleaning difficult residues

Sprays are machines

 Spray coverage across long distances

devices that rotate

 Lower flow rate than other spray devices

by the flow of fluid
through a turbine or
by an external drive,
rotating internal

performance with the actual product residues, but

Disadvantages of multi-axis
rotary spray devices:

it does verify that all surfaces have CIP solution

 High initial expense

nozzles rotate in an

 The spray nozzles must go through the full orbit for

yarn, to provide high
impact across longer
distances, and at a

complete coverage
 Wear of moving parts makes inspection and
periodic maintenance critical.

lower flow rate and

Regardless of the spray device selected, the CIP

high pressure. They

supply system must have a suitable strainer to

provide high impact

prevent particulates from plugging or stopping the

for soils that are difficult to remove and can cover
large areas with a single device with a 360° orbit. For
critical applications, the rotation can be verified with

Shadowing under agitator.

 Good spray coverage of irregular surfaces

gears. The spray
orbit, like a ball of

Multi-axis rotary spray.
Courtesy of Spraying Systems
Co. © 2021.

required to clean the discharge piping from the

rotation of the devices.

coverage.
As noted previously, there are many factors to
consider when selecting spray devices for food
processing equipment. Some equipment cleaning is
well documented with a long history of successful
cleaning. However, if you have an application with
unknown variables, it is recommended to test the
application in advance to ensure that the spray
devices selected will provide the necessary coverage,
and confirm the cleaning performance under the
actual conditions of operation and CIP. ■

Multiple sprays are required when there is an
agitator, baffles, or blind areas in top ports to

Gabe Miller has 30 years of experience in cleaning

prevent ‘shadowing’. To ensure complete coverage

and sanitizing equipment and is the owner of Process

of spray applications, a ‘riboflavin test’ can be

Innovation—Food Safety, LLC, providing sanitary design

The typical minimum flow rate required to clean

conducted to confirm that the spray device is

guidance, training, sanitation audits, and 3-A CCE Third

vertical tanks or ductwork with multi-axis sprays

providing complete coverage of all surfaces by

Party Verification (TPV) inspections.

is 1.25 GPM per foot of circumference, but the

direct impingement, cascading flow, or secondary

manufacturer’s recommendations should always

impingement. This does not confirm cleaning

pressure sensors located where the spray stream
must pass during each orbit.
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FREE continued from page 2

››› Industry News

 3-A RESOURCE PAPERS—Authoritative papers on some of the leading
technical topics in hygienic design as
it relates to 3-A Sanitary Standards
and 3-A Accepted Practices and the

3-A SSI Announces On-site
2022 Education Program

3-A Symbol program. Also includes

3-A SSI announces plans to hold its yearly education program and annual

links to published articles/papers on

meeting on-site at the Hilton Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport Hotel in Bloomington,

hygienic design and other useful tech-

MN on May 17–19, 2022. The program will feature experts on a range of leading

nical resources on sanitary design.

topics and issues in the hygienic design of food processing equipment.

 ASK THE EXPERT—VLOGs from
leading authorities in hygienic
equipment design on prominent
topics including Surface Finish in
3-A Sanitary Standards, Hygienic
Welding: Quality and Inspection, and
Applying 3-A Sanitary Standards and

The 2022 education events will open with the comprehensive introductory and
networking session on Tuesday, May 17 from 9:00 to 5:00 p.m. Foundations
of Hygienic Design will be a fast-moving full-day program, beginning with an
overview to 3-A SSI and an introduction to the elements of hygienic equipment
design that distinguish 3-A Sanitary Standards. This session will be oriented
to early career professionals and others who seek an understanding of the
fundamentals of hygienic design and the role of 3-A Sanitary Standards.

Accepted Practices to Cleaning Out-

The second day, May 18, will feature a full day of leading experts on the theme

of-Place.

Design to Clean: Creating A Hygiene Focused Culture. Presenters and topics will

 EXPERT PRESENTATIONS—Find a
wide range presentations made by
leading experts from around the
world, including equipment design

reflect the current developments, future challenges and new opportunities for
hygienic design. The program will highlight the key challenges to enhancing food
safety equipment and systems from the standpoint of regulatory professionals,
equipment users (processors) and equipment fabricators.

professionals, processors, and

The program on Thursday morning, May 19, will open with a special 3-A

regulatory professionals from both

Café - Networking Breakfast, followed by the 3-A SSI Annual Meeting. Other

the federal and state levels. Papers

presentations will include Revisions to the 3-A SSI General Requirements

are organized by major topic including

Standard and a Panel Discussion on COVID Recovery: How Are Segments of 3-A

Overview of Hygienic Design, many

SSI Industry Recovering from the Pandemic?

Equipment Design topics, Facility
Design and Environmental Controls,
Cleaning and Sanitizing, Good
Manufacturing Practices, Regulations,
and more. ■
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Online registration for the program will open on March 14. More details on the
program and related events are available at https://www.3-a.org/News-EventsUpdates/Events. For general information, contact Timothy Rugh at 3-A SSI. ■

NEXT
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Industry News continued from page 6

3-A SSI Announces Landmark Registrations in China
RPSCQC

®

3-A SSI recently announced the legal registration in China

for legal use of the 3-A SSI trademarks and it sets out the

of the design mark and the word marks used for the 3-A SSI

major prohibitions on infringements.

Replacement Parts and System Component Qualification
Certificate (RPSCQC) program. Registration of the trademarks
by the National Intellectual Property Administration of
the People’s Republic of China provides 3-A SSI certificate
holders in China essential new protection against
counterfeits and enhances broader international protection
of the 3-A SSI marks.
China trademark authorities issued registration certificates
in six classes of equipment, which encompass the types of

The China registrations now provide immediate legal
recourse by certificate holders in China against counterfeits.
According to the Advisory, “3-A is entitled to use those
registered trademarks and license other parties to use the
same. Any use of the 3-A’s registered mark(s) without 3-A’s
license constitutes trademark infringement.”
“China trademark registration is critical because China has
not been in compliance with international trade conventions
that respect U.S. trademarks.” notes 3-A SSI International

What Are the 3-A Sanitary
Standards and Accepted
Practices?

processing equipment where the replacement parts are used

For those working in today’s food

has increased significantly in recent years in tandem with the

equipment manufacturing and

According to 3-A SSI Executive Director Timothy Rugh, “3-A

3-A Symbol authorization program. The RPSCQC program

purchasing, engineering management,

SSI has stepped up the registration of its marks in China

is beneficial to certificate holders and their customers

and quality assurance fields, it’s becoming

and many other markets. Along with China, the replacement

because it affirms that such parts or system components are

increasingly important to familiarize

part marks are now registered in the U.S. and India, and

compatible with the design criteria found in the relevant 3-A

yourself with the discipline of 3-A Sanitary

applications are pending in the United Kingdom, the EU,

Sanitary Standard(s). Certificates are maintained on the 3-A

Standards and Accepted Practices. The

Canada, Japan and Mexico.”

SSI web site at https://www.3-a.org/Certificates/RPSCQC-

more thorough your understanding of the

Certificate-Holder-Directory. The RPSCQC word or design

current materials standards, the less at

mark is often used in sales or marketing information.

identify equipment that meets 3-A Sanitary Standards for

The legal registration of the marks, including the replacement

on dairy and food equipment conveys assurance that

part marks and the 3-A Symbol, is described in a special

equipment meets sanitary standards, provides accepted

‘Advisory on 3-A Marks in China’ by the China trademark

Metalphoto of Cincinnati: https://

criteria to equipment manufacturers for sanitary design, and

attorneys King & Wood Mallesons available at Advisory On

www.mpofcinci.com/blog/3-a-sanitary-

establishes guidelines for uniform evaluation and compliance

3-A Marks’ Status and License. Available in English and

standards-and-practices/

by sanitarians. 3-A Sanitary Standards are widely known and

Chinese, the advisory details all of the terms and conditions

used in markets around the world. ■

risk you are of exposing your customers
to unsanitary or contaminated food
products.
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and eligible for the certificate. Participation in the RPSCQC
program is open to manufacturers of replacement parts or
system components, and the number of certificate holders

Trade Counsel Bart Fisher. “The 3-A China authorizationholders and 3-A SSI now have recognition and standing to
bring infringement cases in China for the first time.”

The 3-A Symbol is a registered mark used since1956 to
design and fabrication. Voluntary use of the 3-A Symbol

NEXT
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›››  Inside 3-A SSI
3-A SSI Announces Officers
and Directors for 2022

3-A SSI Announces Accreditation Exam for
Certified Conformance Evaluators

The 3-A SSI Board of Directors recently named

Applications are now available from 3-A SSI for

Chris Hylkema (New York State Dept. of

candidates interested in obtaining 3-A SSI Certified

in relevant food or pharmaceutical processing. Three

Agriculture and Markets) Chair and elected

Conformance Evaluator (CCE) accreditation. Those

of the five years of general experience must be

other officers for 2022. Carianne Endert-

who meet application requirements will be eligible

directly related to 3-A Sanitary Standards-covered

Klaasen (Michigan Department of Agriculture

to sit for the accreditation exam on Monday, May 16,

equipment design or sanitary processes

and Rural Development) was elected Vice Chair;

2022 at the Hilton Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport - Mall

Rick Heiman (DFA) was elected Secretary and

of America in Bloomington, MN in conjunction with the

Jim LeClair (Alfa Laval) was named Treasurer.

3-A SSI 2022 education program and annual meeting.

Other members of the 3-A SSI Board of

The CCE designation is required for those wishing to

demonstrate knowledge of the types of equipment

Directors include John Allan, III (International

conduct Third Party Verification (TPV) inspections for

and processes to which 3-A Sanitary Standards or

Dairy Foods Association), Ken Anderson (Harold

reporting conformity of food processing equipment to

Accepted Practices are applied, and to interpret 3-A

Wainess & Associates), Lyle Clem (ESC), Paul

3-A Sanitary Standards and Accepted Practices.

Sanitary Standards or Accepted Practices as well as

Dix (3-A Steering Committee), Dennis Glick
(Dairy Programs, USDA Agricultural Marketing
Service), Brian Kraus (Wells Enterprises, Inc.),
Scott Lodermeier (Powder Process Solutions),
Greg Marconnet (Mead & Hunt), Allen Sayler
(TPV Coordinating Committee) and Stephen
Walker (FDA/CFSAN-Milk Safety Branch). ■

A TPV inspection is required for equipment
manufacturers, equipment resellers, and process
system installations to obtain, renew, or amend
a 3-A Symbol Authorization, Process Certification
or Replacement Parts & System Components
Qualification Certification.
The basic qualification criteria for an individual to
become a CCE include:

 High School graduation plus five years of experience

Beyond the basic education and experience
requirements, all CCE candidates must have the
ability to review and evaluate complex processes,

engineering drawings and designs. CCE candidates
must also have knowledge of 3-A Sanitary Standards,
Accepted Practices and must provide references
attesting to the candidate’s work experience and
integrity.
Complete details about the requirements for obtaining
and maintaining the CCE credential are shown in
Criteria for Certified Conformance Evaluators available
on the 3-A SSI website at https://www.3-a.org/

 Bachelor of Science degree in science or engineering

CCE-Resources/Certified-Conformance-Evaluator-

plus three years of experience in relevant food or

Program. A copy of the application for the upcoming

pharmaceutical processing. One of the three years

CCE examination is available upon written request

of general experience must be directly related to 3-A

from Eric Schweitzer at erics@3-a.org.

Sanitary Standards-covered equipment design or
sanitary processes; or

Complete CCE application packages must be received

Continued on page 8
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Inside 3-A SSI continued from page 7

Dr. Ron Schmidt Student Travel Award

by 3-A SSI no later close of business Thursday,
March 31, 2022. Candidates meeting the

This award was created

students who seek to supplement their classroom

application requirements will be eligible to sit

in honor of Dr. Ronald H.

training with greater practical knowledge about

for the accreditation exam scheduled for the

Schmidt, Professor Emeritus,

all aspects of hygienic design for equipment and

morning of Monday, May 16, 2022 at the Hilton

of Gainesville, FL, who

systems used in food processing.

Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport - Mall of America in

passed away on October
12, 2020. His teaching
career with the University
of Florida Food Science
and Human Nutrition
Department spanned almost 40 years. Ron was an
internationally known expert on food safety and
sanitary design. He traveled the world to speak,
train, and consult. He published dozens of scientific
papers and authored or contributed to 25 books
and he was one of the founders of 3-A SSI.
Above all, Ron was passionate about engaging 3-A
SSI to inspire the next generation of food industry
professionals to learn about all aspects of hygienic

Application Deadline: March 25, 2022
Eligibility Criteria
 Demonstrate interest and commitment to food
safety and quality as a student enrolled full-time
in a food technology, food science, dairy science
or other closely related program (undergraduate
or graduate level) at an accredited college or

Application, CCE Exam Fee and the applicant’s firstyear accreditation fee.
Event registration is not required for CCE
candidates to sit for the accreditation exam.
Candidates passing the written exam will be
eligible to become a CCE. For more details,

 Submit a single application package by March 25,
2022 with all of the following;
✓ Candidate Application Form – Complete the
attached form.
✓ Statement of Interest - Explain your interest
in hygienic equipment design/food safety,

professional course in a food-related career.

your career objective, and what you hope to

provides an opportunity for qualified full-time

payable by check to 3-A SSI. This fee covers the

application deadline.

and today honors his legacy for those setting a

The Dr. Ron Schmidt Student Travel Award

A non-refundable application fee of $475 is

university in the U.S. or Canada at the time of the

equipment design and food safety. Through his
leadership, the 3-A SSI travel award began in 2010

Bloomington, MN.

gain from participating in the 3-A SSI events.
✓ Letter of Recommendation – From a faculty
member or department head.

students enrolled in a relevant field of study to

contact Eric Schweitzer at (703) 790-0295, ext. 1 or
erics@3-a.org. ■

3-A SSI Working Groups
Begin Active New Year
All 3-A SSI Working Groups (WG) are currently
working on a full 5-year review and revision of
their respective current Standards and Accepted
Practices adding the ANSI/3-A Sanitary Standard
for General Requirements, 00-01-2018, (‘GR’),
as a normative reference. The GR serves as

attend the 2022 3-A SSI Education Program

Award details and an application form are available

and Annual Meeting, May 17–19, 2022 at the

HERE.

a fundamental base Standard and covers all

See promo for Dr. Ron Schmidt Student Travel

hygienic design criteria for product processing

Award at: ht tps: // youtu.be/D -V jM VGnj4w. ■

equipment.

Hilton Minneapolis/St. Paul Mall of America in
Bloomington, MN. This program is intended for

mechanical/physical facets for the minimum

Continued on page 9
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Inside 3-A SSI continued from page 8
WG14 (General Requirements) is currently

other major revision project, now in its 6th

If you or someone you know should be

meeting via Webinar Session and conducting

year, is underway. Working Group Members

involved in the development of 3-A Sanitary

a top-to-bottom, full 5-year review/revision

composed entirely by subject matter expert

Standards and Accepted Practices, we’d

of the GR. Check the 3-A SSI web site or

industry volunteers are busy making final

love to hear from you. Simply visit our

contact Eric Schweitzer at 3-A SSI for future

proposed changes and expect to hold a first

Working Group page at https://www.3-a.

meeting dates. We welcome all Stakeholders

“Original WG Ballot” to approve the revision

org/Standards-Committees/Working-

(Fabricators, Processors and Regulatory

of 3-A Accepted Practice for Supplying Air Under

Groups where you will find our Working

Officials) who are materially or directly

Pressure in Contact with Product or Product

Group Sign-up Form to join our Working

influenced by the requirements of the

Contact Surfaces. Compressed air systems,

Groups. On our Working Group webpage

Standard. Observers are also welcome.

which may include pneumatic components,

we also have a video showcasing our

air filter systems and their components, are

standards development process, Working

ubiquitous in product plants and include

Group Rosters, status of all Working Group

many necessary fabrication and installation

projects, a calendar of scheduled Working

hygienic design requirements to afford the

Group meetings, operating procedures, and

appropriate protections against product con-

more. You may also contact Eric Schweitzer,

tamination, corrosion of equipment itself and

Director of Standards and Certification for

harborage of microorganisms to name a few.

more information at erics@3-a.org. ■

Following its approval, the revised draft will
be submitted to ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) as a candidate American
National Standard. The current GR is a 2nd
edition American National Standard.
Within WG12 (Plant Support Systems) an-
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The 3-A Symbol
The 3-A Symbol

3-A Sanitary Standards streamline the

SSI certificate, leading to a competitive

is far more

equipment inspection process and

advantage and better profits.

than a logo.

help ensure the safety of food.

The mark is available for voluntary use

Processors gain confidence that

by fabricators to signify the equipment

The 3-A Symbol signifies equipment

the equipment they buy meets the

was designed, manufactured, and

is compatible with regulatory

highest standards in hygienic design,

verified by independent inspection to

requirements and guidelines.

streamlining equipment selection,
maintenance, and inspections.

conform to a 3-A Sanitary Standard.

Benefits of the 3-A Symbol
3-A Sanitary Standards embody

Equipment Fabricators capitalize on

Regulatory Sanitarians benefit from

decades of expert knowledge about

the added assurance that conveys to

a higher level of confidence in the

hygienic equipment design from

buyers with the 3-A Symbol or a 3-A

hygienic design and performance of
the equipment they inspect. ■

regulatory professionals and others.

RPSCQC
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®

Build Consumer Confidence
in Your Replacement Parts

Do you supply items that are integral

parts or system components. The

confidence in the safety of foods

to hygienic equipment or environ-

RPSCQC is beneficial to certificate

produced with hygienic equipment.

ments but are not eligible to display

holders and customers because it

the 3-A Symbol? Now is the time to

affirms that such parts or system

A copy of the certificate of

consider the 3-A SSI Replacement

components are compatible with the

conformance is posted on the 3-A

Parts and System Component Qualifi-

design criteria found in the relevant

SSI website to show independent

cation Certificate (RPSCQC).

3-A Sanitary Standard(s). The RPSCQC

verification of hygienic design criteria

is an effective way to enhance

for your parts or components. See

The RPSCQC certificate is available

the confidence of customers who

details on the RPSCQC Program on

to manufacturers of replacement

demand the highest level of consumer

the 3-A website. ■

NEXT
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Increase Your Visibility with A Sponsored Link!
3-A SSI sponsorship expands your company’s
recognition among the professionals who rely on 3-A
SSI as the source for authoritative information on
sanitary/hygienic design.

 Recognition in the growing quarterly
e-newsletter, Sanitary Design Connections.
 Exposure to motivated customers generated
via 3-A SSI articles and advertising scheduled in
Dairy Foods and Food Engineering magazines.

Benefits:
 Visibility on the new 3-A SSI website. 3-A

Your Sponsored Link will be featured in the key

SSI provides a full-page of your company

outreach and expanding education programs of

information from your company’s link on the 3-A

3-A SSI for the full calendar year! Sponsors also

homepage. New customers/clients from around

receive significant recognition and a number of

the world can find you 24 hours a day, seven

complimentary registrations for the yearly 3-A SSI

days a week.

education program, a significant direct dollar benefit!

 Silver Level ($1,250) sponsors enjoy one
complimentary registration.
 Gold Level ($1,750) sponsors enjoy two
complimentary registrations.
 Platinum Level ($2,250) sponsors enjoy three
complimentary registrations.
To request your Sponsored Link, go to https://
www.3-a.org/Get-a-Sponsored-Link, sign in or
register a login, and complete the application. ■

3-A Sanitary Standards, Inc. | 6888 Elm Street, Suite 2D | McLean, Virginia 22101-3829 | PH: 703-790-0295 | FAX: 703-761-6284 | www.3-a.org

